Rebus®
Intelligent Labor

Managing labor is hard. Your technology shouldn’t be.

“If Rebus were no longer available, I would be looking to Longbow Advantage to offer something even better. Rebus has raised the bar to the point where I would not be looking to the standard labor management systems on the market today, but would be looking for something new that I haven’t seen before.”

- Head of North American Warehousing, Global Food Manufacturing Company

www.longbowadvantage.com
Rebus Intelligent Labor is the only advanced labor management system that doesn’t rely on engineered standards and costly projects.

Using time-based standards and historical data, managers can focus on improving performance and costs instead of on managing a team of costly engineers and a technology that’s already outdated.

Avoid Costly, Inefficient Implementations and Upgrades
Reduced upfront and lifetime effort and cost compared to LMS providers with engineered standards. Intelligent Labor provides faster time-to-value and an increase in long-term success rate as compared to legacy systems.

Closes Productivity Gaps
Intelligent Labor provides consistent measurement across facilities and role-based visibility of performance at specific locations or across the network. This gives you more accurate hiring and scheduling predictability and more accurate financial results.

Leverage a Smarter LMS That Works with You
While most labor management systems struggle to keep up with the evolving changes to products, locations, and processes, Rebus Intelligent Labor leverages the historical data of your warehouse operations to get smarter over time without disruptive and costly projects.

“After a little over six months on Rebus Intelligent Labor, our annualized savings was approximately 9% off labor spending.”
-Ryan Donoghue, Director of Operations & Continuous Improvement, Accuristix

Contact us to learn more about Rebus, the only visibility platform built for the warehouse.
www.longbowadvantage.com | 888.904.4005 | info@longbowadvantage.com